


THE ETERNAL RETURN IN THE WORK ALETTE SIMMONS-JIMENEZ 

by Adriana Herrera * (Translated to English) 

Eternal Return 

Alette Simmons-Jimenez’s exhibition “Flush” at Artformz Gallery in the Miami Design District includes 
the photographic series of video stills that lends its title to the exhibition; the video “Revolution & 
Evolution” from which she extracted these images, so suggestive yet equally so simple in their concept; 
and the works that compose the installation piece “Fantastic Fictions”. Although throughout the length 
her artistic career Simmons has worked with different media, and can move from sculpture to paint on 
canvas, or to video or from that same impulse create an installation, photography marked her 
introduction to art. Her father collected cameras and, as a young child, under the glow of a red light, she 
experienced the fascination of watching pictures of the world appear and be fixed forever in black & 
white. 

Like everything in her life and her artistic dialogue, this exhibition is a return to her roots, not only by 
her choice of work in photography, but because of the conceptual source of the images: a metaphor to 
encompass that which turns and returns. “One afternoon, a couple of years ago, the critic Alfredo Triff 
came by to see my work and the conversation led me to comprehend the fascination I had for things 
that spin around. It was an obsession in my work where all things turned upon themselves, whether in 
the lines of drawing, the elements of a video or in my three dimensional formations,” says Simmons. 

This vision of circular time that Borges expressed with the idea that everything that is, already was and 
will return to be, is reconstructed in her video through a multiplicity of images that range from the 
cosmic to the ordinary. Simmons merges the circular orbit of moons round the planet Saturn, with a 
visual field created around a small coin spinning on the ground; and the whirling motion of dance 
partners, with the dislocating rotary of the children’s game of “Twister”. 

Using three freeze-frames of video, each individually projected on a wall, captured with a still camera, 
fixed and mounted on Plexiglas – The series “Flush” has immobilized in an instant, whirlpools of 
saturated colors that resemble the eye of a hurricane, or hurricane force winds heaving torrential 
waters at enormous velocity. The beauty of the changing colors of the components is unexpected, as is 
the manner in which they were captured. The images have not been digitally enhanced nor do they 
originate from a meteorological centre. They are, simply, footage shot of a toilet flushing in the artist’s 
own home. Of course, it required that her eye notice the movement, symmetry, and aesthetic quality 
inherent in such a commonplace occurrence as the rotating water in a flushed toilet -- and accentuate 
the effect -- changing the blue color of the toilet bowl by adding a series of natural food coloring to the 
water. 

“I love that piece,” she confesses. Once again, lessons come from the eye of Duchamp who erased the 
limitations surrounding objects. “Fantastic Fiction” is an installation made with rolls of toilet paper, hand 
decorated with intricate cosmic figures, then placed on holders and mounted to a wood support. 

Distancing herself from the traditional direction of the New Orleans art scene and under the much freer 
influence of the Dominican artists that Simmons came to know after marrying a man from the island, 
she began experimenting in video in 1992 with a visual narrative “A Day in the Life of Julie Ozama” (not a 
coincidence that Ozama is the name of a major Dominican river) that won First Prize in Video in ’92 
Biennial of Santo Domingo. 

Simmons constructed an enormous set in a warehouse to film the story. Julie, a girl from a marginal 
sector of town, lives day and night, closed in a house/box containing her limited universe, she watches 



from the window “the world turns outside, the sun sets and rises again, the passage of time turns and 
returns on itself, like our lives,” says Simmons. 

Listening to critical recommendations from gallerist Daniel Azoulay, who saw her work in one of the first 
alternative shows of Art Basel at DACRA, curated by Bernice Steinbaum, she began work on developing 
ideas for extracting photographs from the stream of images captured in the videos. He saw her video 
created at that time “Comings & Goings”, a work projected from the ceiling down to the floor, where 
there was a small inflatable swimming pool that showed an adolescent swimming in circles with a 
painted text -- as in carnival games of roulette -- “Round & round she goes, where she stops, nobody 
knows''. That game of the turning and turning of destiny, captured in familiar actions and ordinary 
objects, is the axis of an aesthetic with a personal vision of the world that Simmons synthesizes in simple 
and effective images. 
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